
Introducing the next generation in active reference speakers. Designed specifically for the new breed of 
hybrid DJ/producers, the S-DJs are loaded with features to offer high-quality sound and effortless flexibility.

S-DJ08 & S-DJ05  
OptImal ClarIty



Built-in linear EQ / Horizontal and vertical sweet spot for wider listening positions / 4-input switching / 

Controller accessory for convenient manual adjustment / Total mute function /  Blue LED display

The active reference speakers of the future have 

arrived. Developed in consultation with renowned 

international DJs, the S-DJs deliver accurate, 

neutral sound reproduction that professionals 

can rely on. Their innovative features make them 

adaptable for all your studio roles, from producing 

dance music to DJing or auditioning tracks.

The high-density magnet and low-resonance 

chimney-style heat sink mean that perfect sound 

reproduction comes as standard. And the S-DJs 

eliminate the hassle and expense of a separate 

sub-mixer, with a built-in linear equalizer giving you 

the flexibility to adjust the frequency characteristics 

in the low and high bands from -6DB to +6DB. Plus 

the waveguide shaped tweeter and independently 

driven woofer present a wide, deep sweet spot for 

optimal sound whether you are sitting to produce 

music or standing to DJ. 

The S-DJs are the only monitor speakers to offer 

an input switching feature, so you can effortlessly 

alternate between up to four audio channels without 

the inconvenience of reconnecting. For added 

comfort, the external manual controller gives you 

access to your favourite features at the touch of a 

button. Adjust the volume, mute the speakers, switch 

audio inputs and turn on the EQ all from the same 

place. And, unlike many monitor speakers, the S-DJs 

present a total mute function – allowing to preserve 

your volume settings and frame of reference.

Compact and stylish, with a gunmetal woofer and 

controller, the S-DJs offer the high-quality sound 

you would expect from Pioneer, combined with 

unparalleled flexibility – the ideal addition to the 

modern DJ/producer’s set-up. 

S-DJ08 & S-DJ05: The perfecT hybriD SoluTion

"These monitors 
give you the true 
reflection of what’s 
actually there." 
paul Woolford





S-DJ08
rich and powerful sound is achieved through a large 
woofer unit with a 10cm high-density magnet.

S-DJ05
Super compact and boasting the same innovative 
features as their bigger brother, the S-DJ05s offer an 
affordable solution for the small studio.

The S-DJs are loaded with 
features to mix sound clarity 
with effortless flexibility.

   High-force magnet and bi-amp circuit 
For excellent reproduction of the original source,  
as well as strong lower frequency sound.

  Built-in linear EQ 
Fine-tune your frequency characteristics to suit  
your musical activities, whether DJing, producing  
or auditioning tracks.

  Four-input switching 
Seamless switching between four audio inputs eradicates 
the need to fiddle around behind the speakers – freeing 
up time to create and mix music.

  External controller 
The power to adjust the volume, mute, switch inputs  
and turn on the EQ, all at your fingertips.

  Chimney shaped heat sink 
Reduces resonance, eliminating unwanted  
noise and hum.

   Blue LED display 
Shows the input source, EQ and power status –  
while a pink light indicates speaker overload. 

"The controller 
is going to be 
a godsend for 
many people" 
John 00 Fleming 





SDJ-08 & SDJ-05:  
SeamleSS SwiTching from 
DJ To proDucer SeT-upS 

“The playing field has changed. in the old days 
you had DJs and producers. now we’re all one. 
but you have limited space with your studio 
and DJ set-up, you can’t have different sets of 
monitors all over the room. So having a set of 
hybrid speakers, being able to switch between 
the two, is the perfect solution.” (John 00 fleming) 

The waveguide shape of the tweeter delivers a wider-than-normal sweet spot, delivering 

optimal sound quality across the length of a DJ/producer’s studio set-up. And the 

independently driven tweeter and woofer increase the vertical range, so you can switch 

from sitting to standing with no loss of clarity. 

DeSigneD To SuiT all your 
STuDio roleS 

Producer

   Wide sweet spot ensures optimal sound along the length of your 

production desk, wherever you are sitting in relation to the speakers.

   Turn EQ off for accurate, neutral sound whilst making music.

   The controller lets you mute, switch between music inputs or flick on 

the EQ without moving from your seat.



DJ

   Tweeter and woofer optimally positioned to provide ideal frequency 

characteristics, even when you stand up to DJ.

   Keep the EQ off to accurately compare your productions with other 

tracks, or flick it on to enjoy the low frequency, big club sound. 

   Compact and stylish, with a gunmetal woofer and controller, the S-DJs 

offer the high-quality sound you would expect from Pioneer, combined 

with unparalleled flexibility – the ideal addition to the modern DJ/

producer’s set-up.
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Specifications S-DJ08 S-DJ05

Type Bi-amp 2-way active speakers Bi-amp 2-way active speakers

Tweeter 1 inch soft dome 1 inch soft dome

Woofer 8 inch PP corn 5 inch PP corn

Overall Frequency Response 43 Hz to 26 kHz (-10 dB) 50 Hz to 25 kHz (-10 dB)

Amplifier output power (Dynamic power) LF: 170 W LF: 50 W

 HF: 70 W HF: 30 W

Input terminals (Balanced input) XLR x 1 XLR x 1

 TRS (1/4 inch PHONE) x 1 TRS (1/4 inch PHONE) x 1

Input terminals (Unbalanced input) RCA x 2 RCS x 2

Input sensitivity /Impedance 

    XLR,TRS (1/4 inch PHONE) +6 dBu / 10 kΩ +6 dBu / 10 kΩ

    RCA -3 dBu / 10 kΩ -3 dBu / 10 kΩ

Power consumption 100 W 45 W

Maximum external dimensions 250 x 391 x 371 mm 185 x 301 x 258 mm  
(W x H x D)   

Weight (for pair) 27.0 kg 13.4 kg

Accessories Controller x 1 Controller x 1

 Link cable x 1 Link cable x 1

 Power cables x 2 Power cables x 2

 Rubber feet x 8 Rubber feet x 8


